
 

 

 

POST CTPOST CTPOST CTPOST CT    
2000 Arcades Smashing Drive (Gaelco/Namco)  

 

2001 Dreamcast+Others.  Taxi2 Le Jeu (Blue Sphere). Based 

loosely on the year 2000 film of the same name.   Not re-

leased outside of France. 

 

2001 PC Taxi Racer (Stellar Stone).  Of more interest is their 

later game, Big Rigs.  Bored after Christmas 2003, Gamespot 

panned Big Rigs.  Big rigs became universally accepted as 

the worst game ever (including a sarcastic online petition for 

ports to other platforms).  Stellar Stone now has a wikipedia 

entry for this amazing feat!  Whether Big Rigs is in fact ‘worst 

game ever’ might open a long debate so let’s get back to 

Taxi Racer.  Well no, let’s not.  It is, of course, rubbish.   

 

2001 PC  Super Taxi Driver (Hemming).  Loosely based on a 

steaming pile of poo.  I think that’s what Steve Hill said in his 

PC Zone review of this appalling Crazy Taxi Rip Off. 

 

2005 PS2+PC+Xbox London Taxi Rush Hour (data Design 

Interactive/Metro3D).  Budget gaming—not a bad effort. 

 

2006 PS2 London Cab Challenge (Mere Mortals/Phoenix 

games).  Screen. Reveals.  All. Released in France only.  Poor 

them! Funnily enough, Mere Mortals don’t mention this game 

in the history section of their website.  Graphically chal-

lenged to say the least. 

2006 PS2 Taxi Rider (Tamsoft / 505Games).  Decent Budget 

game. Originally released in Japan by D3 as Simple 2000 

Series Vol.48: The Taxi Driver.  In fact look at the charac-

ters in the screen, you can tell it’s a Japanese developed 

game.    Tamsoft also developed Drift Champ for Hudson in 

2002 so they know a thing or two about handling.  Good ef-

fort.  The Sequel was Simple2000 series Taxi2 You are the 

Driver. 

Now if that wasn’t enough, how about these PC games all 

from Team6 studios (Dutch) and all from 2000 to 2006. 

 

German Taxi Raser (in a people carrier no less!)  

Taxi Racer London 2       

Super Taxi Driver 2006 (finally some excitement!)   

Amsterdam Taxi Madness       

Taxi 3 eXtreme Rush (2005) 

Taxi2: London and NewYork 

 

In addition, in 2006 Majesco cancelled a potentially much 

better taxi game ‘Taxi Driver’ based on the seventies film.  

See more on this in the ‘canned games’ section.  And of 

course there’s a mobile game.. NY Cabbie (2004). 

Above:  
Cabman, Taxi!, Taxi Driver 
 

Opposite: 
Taxi Driver, Kamikaze Cabbie 
 

Below row 1: 
Smashing Drive, Taxi2 Le Jeu Box 
only,  Super Taxi Driver 
 

Below row 2: 
London Taxi Rush Hour+box,   
London Cab Challenge+box 
 

Below row 3: 
Taxi Rider+Box, German Taxi Raser,  
 

Below row 4: 
Taxi Racer London 2,  Super Taxi 
Driver 2006, Amsterdam Taxi Madness 
 

Sega’s crazy taxi from AM#3 landed in 1999 (arcades) and Dreamcast soon after. 

 

This was a well deserved big hit for Sega in financially tough times.  It’s true that some games are too 

complicated for most gamers.  So here was a very refreshing 1999 game which looked  

very stylised, played simple and was great fun.  
 

The aim is to pickup rides and score points from dropping off your passengers, having scared  

them a little.  Somehow a ‘limit cut’ (turbo), ‘cabbing’ around the city and a few ‘crazy drifts’   

are all it takes in this case to give a great game.  It’s short lived of course but that doesn’t  

matter.  What did you expect from a Cabbie-Sim? 
 

Sega issued a patent for collecting passengers, dropping them off and doing crazy stunts. Which is 

unfortunate because having made the genre popular, everyone wanted a slice of the action...and mostly 

brought out  a true to life, boring as you would expect cabbie-sim and forgot the special ingredients like 

using characters, open-top cars, San Franciso, drifting, jumps, stunts...you get the idea.  
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1983 Spectrum Cabman (Micro Power Ltd) 

1983 Spectrum Taxi! (Digital Integration) 

1984 Arcades Taxi Driver (Graphic Techno) 

1984 Arcades Kamikaze Cabbie(Data East Corp) 

1985 Spectrum Taxi Driver (Develom Software) 


